Joan And Melissa: Joan Knows Best? (Series 1)
8 X 1 HOUR
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Joan Moves In
Joan Rivers, the ultimate New Yorker, decides to move to California to be with daughter Melissa
and grandson Cooper. But there are a few surprises in store—like Melissa’s live-in boyfriend,
Jason. Will Joan and Melissa make it work? Let battle commence!

2. Joan Takes Over
Joan’s only been living with Melissa for a few days, but she already has some changes she wants
to make. She doesn’t like Melissa’s living room furniture, and she can’t believe how Melissa’s
nanny, Dominica, runs around the house in skimpy clothing. So the furniture goes, and Dominica
gets a new wardrobe: Joan style. What is Melissa doing to say to that?

3. Kiss My Ash
Joan visits different LA hotspots to spread the ashes of her beloved friend, Tommy. Meanwhile,
Melissa enters uncharted territory for all Rivers women: the kitchen. She’s determined to learn
how to cook. Will she break the culinary curse of the Rivers women? Melissa also brings up the
fact that Joan needs her own car.

4. Family Feud
It's high tea with Perez Hilton! When Joan reveals a little too much to the online gossip columnist,
Melissa is not pleased with her mom's loose lips. Plus, Joan and Melissa's constant bickering gets
to be too much, and they decide to bring in some professional help. Will their relationship ever be
the same?

5. Cant We Not Talk?
After their terrible fight in the last episode, Melissa pulls herself together: even though she and
Joan aren’t even speaking, they have to judge a drag show for charity. They’re professionals, and
they’ll find a way to get through it. Also, Joan returns to New York to appear on David Letterman,
while Melissa resumes life without Joan. Cooper misses Joan, Melissa’s not so sure.
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6. Joan Looks for Love
Joan returns back to LA and patches it up with Melissa, who convinces Joan that it’s time to return
to the dating world. Joan’s friends set her up a series of hilarious blind dates. Joan, in turn,
encourages Melissa to get engaged to Jason. Melissa tells her mother that she will discuss it with
him.

7. Home Alone with Joan
Joan gets some alone time with her grandson Cooper while Melissa and Jason take off for a
romantic weekend. Cooper invites friends for a sleepover, and things get crazy when Joan takes a
last-minute comedy gig, leaving Conrad and Lynne in charge.

8. Happily Ever After… Joan Style
Joan decides to update her will using a video camera. Meanwhile, Melissa gets stomach pains – is
she pregnant? Joan finally finds a house in LA that she wants to buy, and surprising
announcements are made at a family dinner.
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